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Abstract 
A detailed experimental investigation is conducted to suppress three-dimensional (3D) corner 
separation by a proposed passive control method using blade end slots in a highly loaded high-speed 
compressor cascade. Experiments are carried out under a wide range of incidence angles at Ma=0.59 
using blades with and without blade end slots, respectively. Based on the experimental results, 
extensive comparisons show that the proposed method using blade end slots can efficiently suppress 
the 3D corner separation and broaden the effective operating range in the highly loaded high-speed 
compressor cascade. The total pressure loss is significantly reduced under most conditions. The 
reduction of total pressure loss in the measurement plane is as high as 18.4%, 20.6%, 24.3% and 
39.4% at the incidence angle of -1.69˚, 0˚, 2˚ and 4˚, respectively. Furthermore, spanwise distributions 
of the pitch-averaged total pressure loss and deviation angle as well as the 3D flow field structures are 
analyzed to reveal the flow control mechanisms using blade end slots. The blade end slots can 
generate self-adaptive high momentum jet flow through the pressure difference from blade pressure 
and suction surface. These jet flows from the blade end slots effect downstream along the blade suction 
surface and significantly increase the flow momentum in the corner region. The main secondary vortex 
structures are suppressed by the high momentum jet flow; the 3D corner separation is reduced, and the 
two-dimesionality in the mid-span region is enhanced. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Three-dimensional (3D) corner separation is identified 
as an inherent flow feature in the blade suction surface and 
endwall conjunction of the axial compressors [1]. As Denton 
established, the secondary flows in the blade-endwall 
junction causes about one-third of losses in axial compressor 
[2]. The pressure gradient transverse to the flow direction 
affects both separation and loss in the compressor flow [3]. 
As the development of modern jet engines, the application of 
highly loaded blade is desired for the purpose of reducing 
weight as well as lowering manufacturing and maintenance 
costs. However, increasing blade loading inherently 
aggravates the corner separation and induces higher losses. 
Thus, various control methods [4-16] have been proposed to 
suppress corner separation in axial compressors, especially 
the highly loaded ones. 
Previous studies demonstrate that the 3D corner 
separation in a highly loaded compressor could be 
suppressed through active or passive flow control methods. 
Some active flow control methods, such as boundary layer 
aspiration [4, 5], plasma [6, 7] or fluidic actuators [8], 
synthetic and continuous jets [9], vortex generator jets [10], 
can reduce corner separation loss and improve compressor 
performance; however, these methods require additional 
devices. Compared to active flow control methods, passive 
flow control approach earns for its simplicity and cost 
effectiveness. Some passive flow control methods, such as 
blade center slots [11] or whole span slot [12], sidewall 
grooves [13], and vortex generator [14] have been used and 
also shown some benefits. Tangential blowing over the profile 
suction surface is supplied by blade center slots to increase 
boundary layer momentum and therefore delaying or 
preventing separation, while the two-dimensional separation at 
the mid-span region is enlarged, resulting in the massive 
deflection at mid-span [11]. The vortex generator devices 
produce strong vortices that enhance the mixing between the 
main flow and the decelerated boundary layer, reducing the 
corner separation and total pressure loss therefore [14]. 
Generally speaking, current passive flow control methods 
have some limitations, especially do not universally suitable 
for all the operating conditions. 
Nerger et al experimentally studied an active flow control 
method and concluded that steady tangential blowing over the 
profile suction surface can increase boundary layer 
momentum and therefore delaying or preventing 3D corner 
separation [15], while extra blowing jet is demanded and the 
decrease of the total pressure loss is possible for a few 
operating points only. Accounting for the shortage of active 
flow control blowing and to utmost its advantage, Liu et al. 
recently proposed an adaptive passive flow control method 
through slot established at the end of the blade [16]. 
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Numerical investigations of the blade end slots on a low-
speed prescribed velocity distribution (PVD) cascade reveals 
a progressive perspective in improving compressor 
performance. 
The present paper experimentally investigates the effects of 
blade end slots on the 3D corner separation in a highly 
loaded high-speed compressor cascade under a wide range 
of incidence angles at Ma=0.59. Based on the experimental 
results, extensive comparisons are conducted to assess the 
effectiveness. The spanwise distributions of pitch-averaged 
total pressure loss and deviation angle as well as the 3D flow 
field structures are then analyzed to reveal the flow control 
mechanisms using blade end slots. 
 
1. CONFIGURATIONS 
  The target blade investigated is a state-of-art highly 
loaded high turning one, which is designed for a typical 
subsonic Mach number that encountered in modern multi-
stage axial compressor. Pre numerical investigations indicate 
that the datum blade tends to fail as a consequence of 3D 
corner stall on the section side under high positive incidence 
angles, accompanied with significant increase of under-
turning. While the proper designed end slotted blade 
provides a more uniformed outflow with less deviation angle 
due to the suppression of 3D corner separation, and the loss 
is also reduced. The high adverse pressure gradient in the 
cascade passage as well as the interaction between the thick 
boundary layer from the endwall and blade surface are the 
main causes for the corner separation. The geometry of the 
end slots section is optimized numerically before 
experiments under inconsistent incoming conditions. As 
Ashley et al. established, the endwall boundary layer state 
has a significant influence on the 3D corner separation [17], 
though differences on the endwall boundary layer thickness 
makes the designed end slots geometry is not the optimist 
one under the current experimental conditions, massive 
benefits in performance still reward at last. 
  1.1 Datum Blade Geometry 
The datum configuration is a highly loaded high-turning 
compressor cascade, whose profile is cut off at the middle 
span of a modern compressor stator. Table 1 presents the 
general geometry parameters of the datum blade together 
with its aerodynamic design conditions. 
 
Table 1. Geometry Parameters of the Datum Blade  
Compressor Cascade Values Units
Chord length  c  55 [mm]
Solidity  c t  1.52 [-] 
Aspect ratio  h c  1.82 [-] 
Inlet mental angle 41.91 [˚] 
Stagger angle 21.7 [˚] 
Camber angle 52.94 [˚] 
Outlet mental angle 94.85 [˚] 
Design Ma number 0.59 [-] 
 
The experimental blade has an aspect ratio of 1.82 due 
to the height of the tunnel cross section. The turning-angle of 
the blade is as large as to approximately 53 degree with the D-
factor approaching 0.55. The designed Mach number is equal 
to 0.59, which represents a typical subsonic Mach number 
encountered in modern multi-stage axial compressor, so the 
transferability to the real turbomachines is possible. 
  1.2 End-Slot Blade Configurations 
The end slotted blade shares the same general geometry 
parameters with the datum one and the experimental 
conditions also remains. 
The 3D model of the end slotted blade is exhibited in 
Figure 1. In correlation to which, Figure 2 demonstrates the 
cut-off geometry of the datum section (in black) and the end 
slot section (in red). 
 
  
Figure 1. 3D Model of the End slotted blade 
 
  
Figure 2. Cross Section Configurations of the Datum and End 
Slotted Blade Geometry 
 
The profile of the end slots is successively derived from 
the datum configuration, both of them can connect seamless. 
Considering that the Coanda effect occurs when a free stream 
flow above a curved surface is entrained by a parallel high 
momentum wall jet tangential along the curved surface, a 
Coanda radius corresponding to slot throat width is integrated 
tangentially with the downstream profile of the suction surface. 
As it proved previously that the Coanda jet remains attached 
to the curved surface as the result of the balance between the 
centrifugal force around the curved surface and the sub-
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ambient pressure in the jet sheet [18]. The momentum of the 
jet out of the blade end slots energizes the downstream 
suction surface boundary layer and gains its ability to resist 
separation caused by the adverse pressure gradient along 
the curved surface. Goodhand et al. emphasized the 
sensitivity of geometry deviation on the loss production [19]. 
So all the curves are smoothly blending and the leading-
edge (LE) is well-treated. The total chord length in the end 
slotted section remains the same with the datum one to 
minimize the variation in geometry. Each trailing-edge (TE) 
radius per slot-including section is limited to 0.1 mm to 
restrain aggressive wake mixing losses. Both end slots 
originate from the endwall and occupy 20% of the whole 
span height, effecting the blade-endwall conjunction only. 
The end slots section is coupled with the middle datum 
one and is divided into three individual elements by two 
curve shaped slots. Those three elements are named sec1, 
sec2, sec3 respectively from LE to TE. The main geometric 
designing parameters of the end slots section are 
summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Geometry Parameters of the End-Slots Section  
Section Feature Relative Position/ Values []
sec1 LE1 0%Cx TE1 25%Cx 
slot1 
AO1 7.4%Cx 
t1 1 [mm] 
t1/R1 0.043 
h1 20%H 
sec2 LE2 17.6%Cx TE2 50%Cx 
slot2 
AO2 10%Cx 
t2 1 [mm] 
t2/R2 0.05 
h2 20%H 
sec3 LE3 40%Cx TE3 100%Cx 
 
The LE and TE positions are necessary parameters to 
depict slot, and the slot shapes are characterized by the axial 
overlap (AO) together with the throat width (t). The LE of 
section 1 (sec1) is contacted with the LE of the datum blade, 
and the TE of it is located in 25%Cx (Cx stands for axial 
chord length, the position is related to datum LE). The LE 
and TE for sec2 is seated 17.6%Cx and 50%Cx respectively, 
and the LE for sec3 lies in 40%Cx position. The TE of sec3 is 
coupled with the datum blade. AO is the axial distance 
between the rear airfoil LE and the indicated TE. The throat 
width t in the slot outlet and the slot height h are vital to the 
determination of adaptive mass flow rate. Small ratios of the 
slot throat width and radius t/R which promotes the Coanda 
effect is chosen to delay flow detachment and to increase 
total turning. 
The effective entrainment effect is highly depended on 
the slot out position, alternatively, determined by the local 
pressure of the slot out on the suction side of the blade. The 
integral total pressure in the slot inlet region can be 
approximated by the incoming flow total pressure integrated 
from the identical height of the slot mostly, if non local 
separation occurs. The throat velocity in the slot outlet would 
be estimated through local pressure in a certain slot geometry. 
Defining the slot inlet total pressure as 1tP  and the pressure 
neighboring the slot throat as 2P , the local tangential out flow 
velocity tV  can be estimated as 
* 2
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where *T  is the total temperature, R  is the ideal gas 
constant, 
aC  and bC  are constant that assigns 7 and 2/7 
respectively.   is the empirical determined total pressure 
recovery coefficient of the slot, assuming 0.98 if no separation 
occurs internal the slot. The mass flow rate of the slot jet could 
be preliminary evaluated as 
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where 12 -10.0404 K smK  , dC , fC , gC  are constant 
assigned with 1.58, 1/6, 2.5. t  and h  stands for the width 
and height of the slot throat respectively. 
The jet flow velocity and the mass flow rate of the blade 
end slots are adaptively based on the local flow parameters, 
since the flow field is determinate. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
  The main phenomenon this study concerned is the 3D 
corner separation influenced by blade end slots under different 
incoming flow incidence conditions. 
  2.1 Experimental Facility 
All the experiments are carried out in a high-speed linear 
compressor cascade tunnel. Consecutive air is supplied to the 
test section after cooling, which is driven by a high-pressure 
radial compressor. The supplied incoming flow goes through 
several inflowing values, a silencer, a diffusor, a settling 
chamber and a nozzle by step. Mach number of approximately 
0.59 and Reynolds number of up to 0.72×106 could be 
obtained. 
The test section has a cross section of 100mm in height 
and an adjustable range more than 260mm in width. Eight 
arraying blades are adopted to guarantee periodic conditions 
in the pitchwise, and the fifth blade from the top was chosen 
as the testing one. The arrangement of the test rig is shown in 
Figure 3. The blade carriers are mounted on a ratable disk, 
which enables a continuous change of the incoming angle. 
Depending on the incoming flow angle, the vertical height of 
the test section would be adjusted by moving the inlet floor top 
and bottom. A three-hole probe with a diameter of 1.5mm is 
emplaced upstream to monitor the incoming flow Mach 
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number and the real flow angle. Variation in the incidence is 
adjusted according to the monitoring value of the three-hole 
probe to guarantee the incoming flow angle actual. 
Adjustment for the incoming flow Mach number is achievable 
by the valve opening accommodations. Non aspiration 
devices is equipped in the test rig that the developed 
incoming flow boundary layer migrates directly to the blade 
passage along the side wall. 
 
  
Figure 3. Sketch of the Test Section 
 
The experimental blades are fixed to the endwall without 
gap and airproofed by melt adhesive outside the endwall. 
The test rig of the end slotted blade is arranged the same. 
The end slots is symmetric on both sides of the blade with 
corresponded endwall filled up. Only half of the passage in 
spanwise was covered in the measurements due to the 
completely symmetric flow conditions. 
  2.2 Experimental Measurement 
Measurements are made by a calibrated five-hole probe 
in the plane 60% chord length behind of the TE under 
different incoming flow incidence angles. An extensive 
meshy measurements are made through the transverse of 
the probe along pitchwise and spanwise. More than one 
blade passage range, 110% pitch length, is covered. 
Meticulous measurement is conducted in the wake and 
separation regions to better capture the loss. The diameter of 
the probe is 2mm, occupying the proportion less than 0.05% 
of the full outflow area. 
In the measurements, the detected five-hole probe is 
fixed to the movement driving by a stepping motor. A digital 
pressure-scanivalve system DSA3217 is adopted for 
pressure collection, and the detected pressure signal is 
automatically records by PC with special software and the 
probe movement is commanded by a given procedure 
through controlling the traverse mechanism. Those 
acquisitions are the valves against the atmospheric one, 
namely the gage pressure. For each collection, the 
corresponding atmosphere pressure and temperature is also 
recorded. The scan frequency of the scanivalve system is 5 
frames per second, 20 frames sampled each point and the 
averaged values are outputted finally. 
Test error comes from the probe calibration error, 
transducer error and the measurement error. The accuracy of 
the five-hole probe is within 0.1%, the pressure transducer 
error is about 0.05%, and the measurement error is regarded 
as 0.05%. Error under 0.2% exists when recovering the local 
total pressure and static pressure values through interpolating 
from the five-hole probe detected ones. Thus, the total error 
for the data acquisition is no more than 3% at last. The flow 
angle capture can be thought effective within the range of ±30 
degrees. 
To quantify losses, the total pressure loss coefficient is 
defined as 
   1
1 1
,, t t
t s
p p x y
Yp x y
p p
   (4) 
where 1tp  stands for the incoming flow total pressure, 1p  is 
the incoming flow static pressure. The total pressure of the 
measured point  ,x y  is denoted as  ,tp x y . The total 
pressure and the static pressure that detected by the three-
hole probe one at chord length ahead of the LE are used to 
represent incoming flow features. The total pressure loss 
coefficient is calculated for every measurement. Besides, the 
distribution of velocity and flow angle is also obtained through 
the measurements of the five-hole probe. 
Mass flow average is used when evaluating the whole 
losses or the pitchwise averaged losses. The density is solved 
under the assumption of constant total temperature. The 
averaged total pressure loss coefficient is obtained by 
          
, , ,, , ,avg
Yp x y x y v x y dA
Yp x y
x y v x y dA


 



  (5) 
Only pressure and temperature are detected in the 
experiments. The uncertainty for the three-hole probe or the 
five-hole probe highly depends on the relative probe inflow 
angle. Considerable precision can be assured within the inflow 
angle divergence of 30 degrees, thus the uncertainty is 
negligible under smaller angles. Since the inflow angle 
divergence is almost within the range of 30 degrees, the 
orientation error is not considered. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  It is already described former that the end slotted blade is 
utilized to suppress the extent of 3D corner separation, so 
comparisons are made for both datum and end slotted blade 
under the corresponded varying incoming flow conditions. 
Comparisons of the typical experimental results are analyzed. 
  3.1 Performance over the Range of Operation 
To evaluate the blade end slots effects over the operating 
range, performances in both design and off-design conditions 
are compared. 
The mass-weighted averaged total pressure loss 
coefficient for both datum blade and the end slotted blade 
varying with the incoming flow angle are depicted in Figure 4. 
Obvious loss reduction by the blade end slots can be 
seen in comparison with the datum one. The critical incidence 
where the loss steeply increased can be thought as the surge 
or choke margin of the blade, and the incidences within the 
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margin can be regarded as effective operating range. For the 
datum blade, the effective operating range is narrow, mainly 
occupies negative incidences from -8˚ to -4˚, under which 
incidences the aerodynamic performance is not superior. 
Deterioration in the loss appears above the incidence -1.69˚ 
or below -8˚. The total pressure loss grows slightly when the 
incidence varies from -1.69˚ to 2˚, inasmuch as the 
transformation of 3D corner separation to mid-span 
separation. 
 
  
Figure 4. Total Pressure Loss over the Range of 
Operation 
 
The employment of the end slotted blade shows 
prominent potential in extending the effective operating 
range positively forward. Considerable low total pressure 
loss could be achieved by end slotted blade under the 
incidence range of -4˚ to 4˚. Figure 5 displays the averaged 
relative loss coefficient, whose definition is 
datum slot
datum
Yp YpYp
Yp
   (6) 
 
  
Figure 5. Relative Loss Coefficient over the Range of 
Operation 
 
Relatively high benefit rewards under positive incidence 
conditions, where the corner stall dominates in the loss 
generation for the datum blade. Yielding a maximal total 
pressure loss of 39.4% related to the datum blade can be 
reduce by end slotted blade, due to the mitigation of 3D corner 
separation. 
  3.2 Spanwise Distribution of Pitch-Averaged 
Flow Parameters 
To analyze quantitatively, comparisons are made through 
the spanwise distribution of pitchwise averaged total pressure 
loss coefficient and deviation angle. 
 
3.2.1 Total Pressure Loss 
The spanwise distribution of the total pressure loss 
coefficient for both datum blade and end slotted one are 
illustrated in Figure 6. 
 
  
Figure 6. Spanwise Distribution of Pitch-Averaged Total 
Pressure Loss at the Measurement Plane 
 
Peak values of the total pressure loss seat where the 
corner separation flow dominates. Two relatively large total 
pressure loss peaks are found for both datum blade and end 
slotted one in accordance to the distribution of low momentum 
fluid in the total pressure loss contours displayed farther. More 
than two thirds of the passage is blocked by the low 
momentum flow structures in the datum blade passage, with 
the high loss peaks situated approximating 8% and 20% span 
height, while the peak location reduced to about 4% and 15% 
span for the end slots blade together with the proportion of 
high loss region significantly reduced. Loss for the end slotted 
blade, interval the 10% to 25% span range, is high, due to the 
outflow slot height which occupied 20% of the blade span, 
proving that this slot design scheme is not the optimist under 
this experimental incoming boundary layer thickness. 
Loss in the mid-span region reflects the wake mixing. 
Boundary layers from the blade suction surface and pressure 
surface gather in the TE and create the wake vortex structure 
together. The wake vortex moves downward and dissipates to 
internal energy through interactions under the viscosity effect. 
The total pressure and velocity that the wake owes is quite 
small, leading to a strong mixing in the wake main-flow 
conjunction, together with high dissipations. 
It can be clearly seen from Figure 6 that the wake loss of 
the end slotted blade changes little with the incidence and 
keeps far less than that of the datum one. As mentioned in the 
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following chapter that the blade end slots enhances the two-
dimensionality in the mid-span region of the blade.  
 
3.2.2 Deviation Angle 
The deviation angle distribution along the spanwise 
demonstrates the flow deflection influenced by the 3D corner 
separation. Figure 7 shows the comparison of pitchwise 
averaged deviation angle at the measurement plane along 
the blade height, both datum and end slotted results are 
presented. Mass weighted average in the pitchwise is used 
in the processes. The negative valve mirrors the over turning 
and the positive value corresponds under turning. As it 
described in the classical secondary flow theory that the over 
turning happens close to the endwall while the deficit in 
turning occurs away from the endwall due to the blockage 
caused by corner separation. 
 
  
Figure 7. Spanwise Distribution of Pitch Averaged 
Deviation Angle at the Measurement Plane 
 
Seen from Figure 7 that the deviation angle distribution 
is significantly reduced and uniformed by blade end slots 
above 10% span height. Though enlargement in the 
deviation angle exists near the endwall, resulting from the 
end slots jets, the increased degree is not obvious. As it 
mentioned previously that the designed jet flow from the slot 
outs has the Coanda effect that keeps attached on the blade 
suction surface. These distribution of the deviation angle 
near the endwall reveals that small separation is induced 
additionally by the end slot jet. The blockage caused by the 
low momentum fluid at the corner increases the flow turning 
ranging from 10% to 25% span height for the end slotted 
blade and 10% to 35% span for the datum blade. The 
adaptive jet flow from the blade end slots brings the blocked 
low momentum fluid downstream, restraining its migration 
along the spanwise, thus the flux of the mid-span region is 
substantially improved. Conclusions can be drawn from 
Figure 7 that the blockage is significantly mitigated by the 
blade end slots, as a consequence, the main flow region with 
better properties enlarges and the whole capacity is 
improved.  
3.3 Total Pressure Loss Contours 
Variation in the incoming flow angle changes the flow 
turning inside the blade passage, resulting in the altering in the 
distribution of pressure gradient along streamwise and 
spanwise, thus affecting the boundary layer evolution on the 
blade surface and endwall, making the domination of low 
momentum fluid varies. Considering that the location of high 
entropy low momentum fluid can be revealed by the total 
pressure loss contours, Figure 8 to 10 provides the total 
pressure loss in the measurement plane under different 
incoming flow incidence angles, in comparison of datum and 
end slotted blade. All the diagrams indicate that the highest 
total pressure loss occurs in the region of the corner vortices. 
 
 (a) Datum 0˚ 
 (b) End Slotted 0˚ 
Figure 8. Measurement Plane Total Pressure Loss 
Contours under the incidence 0˚ 
 
For the datum blade under the incidence 0˚, a blockage 
as bulk as over two thirds in the spanwise of the passage is 
revealed, shown in Figure 8 (a), while the wake remains 
narrow. Figure 8 (b) illustrates that the blockage is reduced to 
lower than 25% span height through the employment of end 
slots, and the high loss core moves against the blade suction 
side. 
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 (a) Datum 2˚ 
 (b) End Slotted 2˚ 
Figure 9. Measurement Plane Total Pressure Loss 
Contours under the incidence 2˚ 
As the incidence increasing, the wake center of the 
datum blade moves opposed to the blade suction side with 
the wake width expanded. The separation region has a 
tendency of growing upward from the incidence 2˚, 
expressing as the widening in the wake visualized by Figure 
9 (a). For the end slotted blade, the separation scale nearly 
remains, but the loss in the high loss core is reduced. 
 
 (a) Datum 4˚ 
 (b) End Slotted 4˚ 
Figure 10. Measurement Plane Total Pressure Loss 
Contours under the incidence 4˚ 
 
As it shown in Figure 10 (a) that the whole passage stall 
occurs for the datum blade under the incidence angle of 4˚ 
with the total pressure loss enlarges aggressively. The 
adoption of the blade end slots can put forward the 
appearance of whole passage stall. 
As contoured from Figure 8 to 10, the corner separation is 
effectually restrained by blade end slots. The adaptive outflow 
from the blade end slots increase the flow momentum in the 
corner region, and pushes the accumulated low momentum 
flow downstream, restrains its upward migration along the 
blade suction surface, contributing to the reduction of blockage 
at last. Besides, it is noted from the comparison under the 
incidence of 2˚ and 4˚ (Figure 9 and Figure 10) that the blade 
end slots is conducive to enhancing the two-dimensionality in 
the mid-span region of the blade. 
In order to gain more understanding of the insight 
mechanism by which the blade end slots restrain corner 
separation, the main secondary vortex structures featuring the 
corner separation are analyzed based on the measurement 
plane loss distributions. Through the corner separation 
mechanism analysis from Liu at al [20] based on the delayed 
detached eddy simulation (DDES), it is thought that the 
passage vortex is the main secondary vortex and obviously 
enhances the corner separation. As Kang established in 
Figure 12 [21] that the passage vortex (PV), concentrated 
shedding vortex (SCV) and corner vortex (CV) are the main 
vortex structures that featuring the corner separation.  
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Figure 11. The Main Vortex Structures in the blade-
endwall conjunction [21] 
 
The intensity of LE horseshoe vortex and the pressure 
gradient of the endwall cross flow contribute to the 
generation and evolution of passage vortex in the blade 
passage. With the incidence angle increasing, the vortex 
core of the passage vortex lifts off from the endwall. 
Reflecting on the development of the high loss core regions, 
shown from Figure 8 to Figure 10. The adaptive jet flow from 
the blade end slots energizes momentum to the local low 
momentum fluid and pushes the high loss core away from 
the blade suction surface and prevents it from lifting upwards. 
So the separation structures of the end slotted blade is 
pushed downstream and restrained in the blade root region, 
expressing as the expansion in the proportion of the main 
flow region. Since the position of the high loss core is so 
adjacent to the endwall in such incoming flow conditions that 
the designed end slot height is relatively higher, indicating 
that the reorganization of the blade-endwall corner flow is not 
the best. Thus, it is of great meaning to further optimize the 
end slots scheme. 
Another high loss region above to the largest loss region 
results from the SCV in accordance to Figure11, is caused 
by the involving of the suction side flow over the 
accumulated low momentum corner with the attached flow 
from the pressure surface. The high momentum end slot jets 
energize the local low momentum flow and effectively 
restrain its accumulation at the blade-endwall corner, so that 
the partial deflection is impaired, reflecting in the suppression 
of the high loss region both in the strength and its upward 
migration at last. In a word, considerable decreases in the 
corner separation extent and relatively narrower wake 
rewards as a consequence. 
 
4. Conclusions 
  The blade end slots effect on a highly loaded high-
turning compressor cascade under a typical subsonic Mach 
number conditions is investigated experimentally in the 
present paper. Through the detailed comparison of the 
typical results, conclusions can be drawn below: 
 
• The employment of the blade end slot makes 
significant contribution to the reduction of corner 
separation. Prominent potential is shown in 
broadening the effective operating range positively 
forward, equipped the blade with better 
aerodynamic performance. 
• The blade end slot is conducive to enhance the two-
dimesionality in the mid-span region of the blade, 
resulting in the enlargement of the main flow region in 
the middle with the whole capacity aggressively 
improved. 
• Reduced deviation angle and uniformed deviation 
angle distribution along the spanwise downstream the 
blade is achieved by the blade end slots. 
• The adaptive jet flow from the blade end slots adds 
momentum to the local low momentum fluid and 
pushes the high loss core away from the blade suction 
surface , prevents it from lifting upwards, expressing as 
the expansion in the proportion of the main flow region. 
• The high momentum end slot jets energize the local low 
momentum flow, effectively restrains its accumulation at 
the blade-endwall corner and its spanwise migration 
along the suction surface, reflecting in the suppression 
of high loss region and its upward migration at last. 
Considerable benefits in the suppression of corner 
separation by blade end slots are validated experimentally 
with detailed analysis of its control mechanism. Further 
investigations could be conducted on the end slots scheme 
optimization. 
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